We foiniiihte and study, in ge7leral terms, the problem of quantum system identification, .i.e., the determination (or 
I n t r o d u c t i o n and background
I n quantum information theory [I] all admissible devices are descrihcd mathematically hy means of the so--callrd quantum operations (or quantum channels) 12, 31.
Given a complex Hilbert space H , denote by B ( U )
the i.-algchra of all bounded operators on 7-1. In this paper we will work primarily with finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, so that B(7-1) includes all linear operators on 'H. Given Hilbert spaces 'Kl and 'K2, a quantum chaniiel T is a cmipletely positive tracepreserving linear inas> of B(7-1,) into !3(X2). All ' ( 2 ) for d l p E B(U1) aud all X E B(U2). In this paper wc will deal mostly with the Schrodinger picture.
' I ' r [ T ( p ) X ] = l t [ p ? ( X ) ]
This seemingly simple framework turns out t o be rich enough to cover all kinds of general transforinations of quantnm-mechanical states. In fact, both purely classical and hybrid (classic&-qu'antum or quantumclassical) transformations can he included as well, simply by restricting to a suitable Abelian suhalgebra either at the input or at the output.
One of the basic challenges, both for theoreticians and for experimentalists, is to discover efficient procedures for analysis and synthesis of quantum channels. For instancr:, when designing a device for a specific task (e.g., an optimal quantum cloner [4]), one has to run tests in order to det,ermine whet,her ttic device performs according to specification. Several such procedures have been proposed already, such ar; the tomographic scheme of D'Ariano and Lo Presti 151 or the maximum-likelihood reconstruction method of Jeiek, Fiiirbiek, and Hradil [6].
All of these schemes rely, in one way or another, one the one-to-one correspondence (71 between completcly positive maps'B('K1) i B(7.12) and positive operators on ?la g7.11, to which we shall return later in this paper. Our purpose here is to phrase the ideas common to thcse schemes a? an abstract problem of system identification.
2 The q u a n t u m system identification problem Consider the following arrangement, shown in Fig. 1 : we are given a "hlack box" t h a t implements an unknown quantum channel T : B(7.11) i B ( H 2 ) . which we need t o determine. This will be done by presenting to the black box certain suitably chosen input density operators p, thereby oht,aining output density operators a = T ( p ) , and then trying to determine (or to estimate) T given a set of ordered pairs
(P>T(P)).
We assume that we can re-use the black box any ii- 
Fr.I, := ( l~~-' ) T ' 8 i d ( l Q p ) ( Q p I ) ( l @~-' ) .
(91
With these definitions, we can write
where the action of the coisbmetry Vp' on the ele-
and then extended to all 'of 1-11 @ E by linearity.
It is now an easy consequence of the BelavkinStaszewski theorem 1121 that the operator F T ,~ uniquely determines the channel T , and that for any positive operator I: E U ( E ) , the map
is completely positive. We see therefore that any invertible density operator p on 1-11 gives rise to an admissible pure state w = lQp)(Clpl, in the sense that
That is, the image of any density operator 20 on & tinder the inverse map pn is given by
It is important to realize that, in general, p'(7u) is not a quantum channel, nnless 20 satisfies the additional
This will hold autcmatically in the quantum system identification setting (sec Fig. 2) , provided that there is no additional noise in the apparatus. We note also that the .Jamiolkowski isomorphism is a special case of this formalism (131, and is obtained if we pick as the roference state the rrm.ximnlly chaotic density opi:rator (dim 'H,)-'1.n,.
Before we go on. let us remark that tbe set of pure states on 'HI @ 7-tl oht,ained by "purification" of invertible density operators on 'HI does not exhaust all possibilities for admissible states. In a recent paper, Ij'Ariano arid Lo Prest,i [14] .have constructed a wide class of adrnissilile stat,es, which includes as a subset tho stt1t.m discusscd here.
which is a simple corollary of the results of Fuchs and van de Graaf [17] . We also note that the channcl fidelity has the natnral property that ?=(TI, Tz) = 1 if and only if T I = T 2 (this is a straightforward COIIsequence of the properties of the mixed-state fidelity 1161).
We can rcwrit,e w l and w z from (15) in tcrms of p, U ] , and un:
Thcn we can use the wcll-known inequalities is the usual operator norm 191, t o get 4 T h e p e r f o r m a n c e of q u a n t u m system and pj(iuz) will be when the corresponding density operators U J~ and w2 a x close (say, in trace norm), we nil1 get, a lower hound on the ch.anriel fidelity 1151 hetweeii pd (w,) and pU(w2), defined in the following way. Consider two channels TI,'^'> : B(7-11) -R(X,), and define the density operators
where (2 := (dimH1)-1/2 E, e, @ e , , the sumnmtion tekcii over some orthooormd basis of 'HI. Note that IQ)(ili is an atlmissihle sta.te corresponding to the ~n i~~i r n a l l y chaotic density operator (dim E1)-"txi Tht:it thc channel fidelity 1151 i s defined by (18) where the quantity on the r.li.s. of (18) the constant in front of the trace norm on the r.h.s.
of (23) is 1/2, which yields worst-case performance that depends only on t h e states t u 1 and "2.
Note that we have discussed here the ideal scenario, namely that there is no additional noise in the apparatus used for the channel reconstruction. Any such disturhance will, of course, further degrade the performance of the scheme. 
